Abstract -In this paper, the approach to implementation of Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga fuzzy system into the Dynamic Ensemble Selection multi-classifier. Paper presents DES system with its working idea, provides in-depth information about that system. Dynamic creation of classifier ensemble, which selects classifiers for particular classified object x has proven its advantages. It is shown that described TSK system can improve classification quality even better, even in situation in which base classifiers are not fully trained. Proposed rule set and for TSK system is described. Paper presents complete algorithm with pointing all phases of work. Experimental study presents positive results and prove proposed system advantages basing on well known UCI Machine Learning benchmark databases. Paper also is discussing real life situation in which system can be used, however also points out classification time increase.
Introduction
Nowadays classification gives manny possibilities, impossible to be done without it. It is well known how advantageous classification was and is for medicine, energetics, data processing and manny more. However in manny cases single or separate classifier cannot deal with task, due to its own limitations. That situation can be overcome by building multi-classifier systems. That approach can make possible creation of EEG based control systems for bioprosthetics, allow to analyse big amounts of data. Thanks to multi-classifiers there is possible to easily integrate data which come from different sources, or have different nature. Moreover due to its improvement possibility in fusion part of multi-classifier system and thanks to repealing single classifiers mistakes an ensemble can provide significantly better results. It is very important nowadays, because in manny cases classifier is trained basing only on part of data, which does not give full view for particular problem, in the other words, classifier is trained on set which does not fully represent feature space.
Multi-classifier Systems
It is well known that in classification task, to increase classification quality, multi-classifier systems can be build [3] . Thanks to that, few weak classifiers can work together in order to obtain classification quality higher than each of them separately. Those systems often work on paradigm of having base classifiers trained before building multi-classifier. Then their final decision can be made by directly combining knowledge from each of them -it is called Majority Voting or by adjustable fusion algorithm. Those second one could be divided in two main approaches:
• Static -multi-classifier is build once, fusion algorithm is adjusted to the data during learning process
• Dynamic -multi-classifier is build separately, from base classifiers, for each classified object, during classification (classifier work) phase.
Dynamic Ensemble Selection main assumption is that there is trained ensemble of base classifiers Ψ = {ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ..., ψ l }, from which each can be part of final decision making ensemble. Those classifiers have been trained earlier and they are not modified during DES system building or work. However there is available part of training set (with correct labels) called the validation set, which allow to perform dynamic classifier selection before classification process for classified object. Comprehensive description of dynamic multi-classifier systems could be found in [1] . It is important to mention that performing dynamic selection of classifiers allow us to create ensemble which should be specialised for classification of particular object x. That action prevents form several issues such as local minima problem or prevent from voting made by classifier which is unable to match decision boundary in particular part of feature space. Dynamic approach can be divided into two groups:
• Individual based -each classifier is evaluated separately, then if it meet assumed condition classifier gets into ensemble. Grading of classifier can be made on several basis:
• Group based -classifiers are selected in subgroups, evaluated how they perform as such subgroup on base of:
-Diversity, -Ambiguity, -Data Handling.
In previous author's works [6, 5] selection was made individually according to only probabilistic approach developed and described in [2] . In this approach there is as masure of classifier work the competence presented. Classifier after being evaluated to acquire competence can be used in ensemble if competence value is high enough. Dynamic Ensemble Selection based on Randomized Reference Classifier [2] , have proven its advantages, therefore author is developing system based on RRC by implementing Fuzzy Systems in DES schema [4] and also by replacing RRC by custom measures evaluated through various fuzzy systems.
Dynamic Ensemble Selection System
Dynamic Ensemble Selection is utilising RRC in order to acquire competence set, which is then generalised through learning procedure ( vector of object form validation set and j N is correct class of x N . That set is needed in order to be able to evaluate each of classifier ψ l . That requirement implies necessity of having enough big training set. In testing environment validation set is separate part of training set, which is invisible to classifiers during their learning process.
Using validation set classifier is evaluated by RRC in order to get competence values for objects from V . This new set, which contains objects (points in feature space) and calculated competence values is called competence set (Equation 2), and it is created separately for each classifier ψ l from ensemble Ψ.
Randomized Reference Classifier
The RRC is stochastic classifier -build as equivalent of evaluated classifier ψ l . It is defined through probability distribution over the product of class supports [0, 1] M . It can be said that the RRC uses the maximum rule and a vector of class supports [δ 1 (x), δ 2 (x), . . . , δ M (x)] for the classification of the feature vector x, where the j-th support is a realisation of a random variable (rv) ∆ j (x). The rvs probability distributions are satisfying (index l of the classifier ψ l and its class supports is dropped for better clarity, while E is expected value operator):
Above equations shows that RRC is equivalent of classifier ψ because it produces for feature vector x the same vector of class supports.
MVML 108-2
The RRC performs classification in a stochastic manner, so the probability of classification an object x to the i-th class, can be calculated as:
In particular, if the object x belongs to the i-th class, from (3) we simply get the conditional probability of correct classification Pc (RRC) (x).
Most important in above approach is the choice of probability distributions for the rvs ∆ j (x), j ∈ M to satisfy 1-3 conditions. In this paper beta probability distributions are used with the parameters α j (x) and β j (x) ( j ∈ M ), according to the [2] .
To get the probability of correct classification of RRC at a point x k ∈ V , we apply the RRC to a validation point x k and assume for (3) i = j k :
where B(.) is a beta cumulative distribution function. Randomized Reference Classifier is considered as equivalent to the base classifier ψ l ∈ Ψ, thus we can use the probability (4) as the competence of the classifier ψ l at the validation point x k ∈ V :
As result there is competence set C l (2) created. Howevers values of competence are calculated only for objects (points) form validating set V (1). In order to perform classifier evaluation for particular object x which will be classified (if classifier is competent enough), there is need of approximation (generalisation) of competence set V for considered point x using all validation points x k ∈ V . Previous works [5, 6] describes research on competence generalisation methods, so called methods of classifier competence learning. Various methods was considered resulting in choice of potential function (6) as both fast and accurate.
In previous works fusion (selection) was performed using threshold [2] or then moving threshold [5, 6] . In first approach classifier was regarded as competent when its competence value for object x was greater than 1 M , where M is number of classes in particular classification task.
Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga Fuzzy System
Fuzzy systems lead out from fuzzy sets theory presented by L.A.Zadeh [8] in 1965. This theory assumes that object can partially belong to particular set. Fact of partially belonging of object to the set is described by membership function µ A : X → [0, 1]. Fuzzy set is described as pairs (x, µ A (x)), that way: A = {(x, µ A (x))|x ∈ [0, 1]}. Over fuzzy sets are defined multiplication (t-norm) and sum (s-norm) most often as: min[µ A (x), µ B (x)] and max[µ A (x), µ B (x)]. On that base Fuzzy reasoning systems were created. They allow to utilise linguistic knowledge to perform classification. Knowledge base is stored in IF-THEN rules, which can be obtained from human expert, or through extraction from numeric data. Most popular fuzzy reasoning system is Mamdani System. However in this work will be used Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga system, which in opposite to Mamdani System which uses in conclusion fuzzy sets, TKS system utilises functions. In most cases this functions are linear functions. For TSK system typical rule looks like that: R : IF (X 1 is A 1 ) and (X 2 is A 2 ) and ... and (X n is A n ) THEN y = f (X). Since in this approach there is need of two input variables final function will have shape: y = a(competence) + b(diversity) + c. Rules list are described in compact form of triplets [a, b, c] in Table 1 . 
TSK Fussion In DES
In paper Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga system is utilised in fusion of base classifiers thus it creates weights for competent classifier outputs. General system schema is presented on Figure 2 .
Let denote C l (x) competence of classifier ψ l for object we want to classify x (1 on Figure 3 ) . Then we create subset Ψ K (x) of base classifiers which are better than random classifier, it means their competence is higher than 1 M , where M is number of classes in classification task(2 on Figure 3 ):
Next Ψ K (x) is sorted in descending order (3 on Figure 3 ) and there is ψ n denoted as classifier with highest competence. Subsequently the for k = 2 process begins, lets denote Ψ F as selected for final ensemble classifier set, on the beginning looks like that: Ψ F = ψ n . Fuzzy system (5 on Figure 3 ) is implemented with two input variables and one output variable. First input is, for classification of object x, considered classifier ψ k competence C k (x). Second input is diversity, calculated between selected classifiers Ψ F and ψ k : Div(Ψ F , ψ k ), using Kohavi-Wolpert [9] method (4 on Figure 3 ). As TSK system output we get w k weight which will be used for support vector from ψ k weighting in final fusion. Then ψ k is added to Ψ F , what gives Ψ F = {ψ n ,ψ k }, k is incremented. Process repeats until last classifier from Ψ K (x).
Experiments
There had been performed experimental evaluation of proposed TSK Fuzzy Fusion in DES system. Proposed system was compared with base DES RRC system described in [2] . Comparison was performed on well known benchmark datasets (see Table 2 ) from UCI Machine Learning Repository [10] . For each database there had been performed 2CV test 10 times, then results were statistically tested, for obtaining statistically significant differences. Moreover the same base classifiers were used, in particular repetition, for both compared systems.
Base classifier set was heterogenous and build as not fully trained (to obtain better increase in quality) classifiers as follows:
• 3,5,15-Nearest Neighbour,
• Nearest Mean, MVML 108-4 This set of heterogenous classifiers was used in previous authors works, thus keeping set the same makes easier to compare MVML 108-5 other systems. Experimental evaluation was performed in Matlab environment using own authors code, PRToools toolbox [11] and built-in Matlab toolboxes.
Results And Discussion
Results as classification average quality are presented in Table 3 . Comparison was made between DES RRC -its advantage over classical multi-classifier is known from papers [2] and proposed Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga Fuzzy Fusion Dynamic Ensemble System -TSK-FDES. Overall quality values are not the best possible to acquire in classification task, because base classifiers were weakly trained, in order to present differences better. Moreover testing with this approach gives very important information -if base classifiers are weak, presented approach can improve results significantly. It can be easily seen that proposed system is not always better than DES RRC, especially in "easy" classification tasks (such as for example Iris database). However for the "harder" classification tasks there is great improvement in classification quality. It proves that even having weak base classifiers there is possibility of improvement, by advanced fusion and weighting approach. Moreover dynamic selection of classifiers and their dynamic weighting is performed before classification as itself. It is possible because of dynamic nature of proposed system which can tune-up itself for each classified object, moreover with taking into account current state of system -by comparing candidate classifier with one selected previously (for classified object x). However implementing that approach in DES system increases classification time, so the classifier will be working slower than before. Although it is small price for that significant improvement.
Conclusion
Paper presents successful approach to implementation Takagi-Sugeno-Kanga fuzzy system into Dynamic Ensemble Selection multi-classifier. Presented algorithm has proven its advantages, especially in hard classification problems in which previous approach was defiantly worse. That improvement is important, because experimental evaluation was performed in weakly trained base classifiers environment. Despite that proposed algorithm improved quality, what can be approximated on situation in which classifiers during learning phase didn't obtained full feature space data. That situation is common in real life classification tasks nowadays. Some data can be lost, or simply didn't shown in training phase (incoming internet data). However it is important to notice, that implementing TSK system into fusion block of TSK-FDES system is generating increase of work time of whole system. Moreover due to limitations system would not be efficient for Big-Data problem. Nevertheless proven by this paper advantage of implementation of fuzzy systems into the Dynamic Ensemble Selection schema opens up new ways of improvement of DES systems and wider development of that area is already in progress.
